SKOON

Since the first time I picked up a bow, I knew this
was something I had been looking for all my life!
Bowhunting will always be my big passion, so
when I get the opportunity, I am always excited to
pursue whatever species we get to hunt. Early in the
hunting season, I received a call from Hanno van
Schoor of Fair Game Bowhunting, situated a mere
hour’s drive north of Pretoria in the Rust de Winter
area. The farm covers 400 ha and is fully fenced
with hunting exemption. There are five pit blinds as
well as an elevated hide, all located at a water point.
Walk-and-stalk options are also available.

A

farmer and avid bowhunter himself, Hanno took us
on a drive through the farm. Having received 10 mm
rain in the past few days, everything was lush and
green. We drove past herds of proud, young impala rams
showing off their newfound horns. Then, not too far from
one of the pit blinds, we spotted a pair of steenbuck as well
as plenty of blesbuck.

We arrived at the camp, which was clean and neat. When
they don’t have hunters, everything is packed away safely in
a container that doubles up as a kitchen when the camp is
set up. There is no electricity, but you will always have warm
water and gas to cook on, says Hanno. The slaughtering
poles are behind the container, which is great because the
hunter can be part of the whole process and learn from it.
There is also a crossbow for hire, so even the most novice
hunter can try his hand at bowhunting, even if he doesn’t
have his own gear.
On the first afternoon, Hanno and I decided to go for a walk
to see what the bushveld would present us with. Hanno told
me that warthogs frequented the area and that we should try
and hunt one. Soon, we spotted a warthog sleeping under a
bush. With the wind blowing in our faces, we tried to remain
as quiet as possible.
Staying low, we carefully stalked closer to get within
bow range. The wind gusted as we got closer, and the
warthog boar snorted. We knew we had to get into
position quickly before the pig would take off running.

Hanno scouting for warthogs
Hanno stepped out behind a small bush, and as I was
still busy finding the warthog in my camera frame, he let
the arrow fly. I heard the familiar “thwack” of the impact.
We couldn’t find any blood and the sun was setting
quickly. Hanno explained that he had to shoot far back so
that the arrow could exit the opposite shoulder. Before we set
off on the hunt, he told me about his tracking dog, Seuntjie
– a Harrier hound trained by Houndsmen-09. He suggested
that we get Seuntjie on the track right away. They took the
dog to where the boar had been shot, and before we knew
it, he had found its scent, and we had to stay on his track.
The pig ran for 100 m, and without Seuntjie, we would have
struggled to recover our quarry.

The old warthog boar’s tusks were worn down.
Being so close to Pretoria, I decided to also invite Yster
Louw, an avid bowhunter himself. We always have a good
time around the campfire, so I knew he wouldn’t pass up
this opportunity. Upon his arrival early the following day, we
sighted in our bows and got ready to head out to the blinds.

The warthog right before Hanno took the shot

The hero of the day!
Without Seuntjie, the Harrier
hound, we would have
struggled to recover the pig.

Yster making sure that his bow is dialled in

Yster wanted to shoot an impala ram and any other
species we were allowed to hunt for this episode of
HunTech Pro. I told him he was allowed to take a nyala
bull but that he should first contact us if he spotted any
kudu bulls to make sure he targets the correct one. We
dropped him off at one of the pit blinds and asked him to
let us know if he shot anything.
Yster waited to see if a ram would show up with the
group of impala ewes. He spotted a ram coming in, but
because it was a large group, he had to wait patiently
for a gap to take a shot. His bow was set to 70 lbs, and
with his arrow setup, he would easily get a pass-through,
meaning that the arrow would pass right through the buck.
However, if any other animal was standing behind the
quarry, it could be wounded or killed as well.
Unfortunately, just as Yster was about to shoot, the ram
walked off. After the initial action, he sat for an hour, waiting
for animals to approach. When he looked up, he was
amazed to see a beautiful nyala bull.
After ranging the nyala bull, he sent the arrow on its
way. The shot was not quite where I had intended, but
he decided to wait about 30 minutes before following the
blood trail. He asked Hanno to bring Seuntjie and the
tracking started. The hound found the bull, but he was not
down yet. Hanno took a follow-up shot, upon which the
nyala dropped in its tracks.
I was sitting in the pit blind for the third afternoon
session, waiting for animals to walk in. Now, this is where
I can give hunters another tip when booking a bowhunt:
Never book a bowhunt during the full-moon phase – the
antelope graze and drink at full moon, so you might end
up sitting in a blind without any activity.
Whenever I get into a blind, I take my Bushnell
rangefinder and range markers around the blind.
Therefore, when an animal walks in, I already know the
distance I will be shooting at. Sometimes, your quarry
won’t allow you time to range it, in which case this advice
will stand you in good stead.

Yster and Seuntjie with his nyala bull

With the sun about to set, I only had about an hour of
daylight left. I detected movement from a distance, and as
the animals approached, I saw they were impala ewes. As
it was already my third day in the blind, I decided to take
an impala ewe, should I get a good chance at a shot.
But it was not to be as the impala ewes walked off. Just
before the sun dipped behind the horizon, I spotted some
blesbuck coming in to drink. I knew this was my chance
at a ewe. They wouldn’t be pregnant as there weren’t any
rams among them. I took my bow off the hook and waited
patiently for a ewe to present me with a shot. After three
days of waiting for a shot opportunity, the buck fever
kicked in good and proper, and I had to calm myself. As I
watched a nice, mature ewe walking towards the salt lick, I
drew my Hoyt Axius Ultra. When I saw that she was calm,
I aimed for her heart and let the arrow fly.

The arrow is visible right before impact.

From her response, I knew the arrow hit exactly where
I had aimed. I was thrilled – I finally had my ewe! We
recovered her within 40 yards, with a breathtaking sunset
as backdrop. It is not always about shooting big trophy
animals; sometimes, it takes a full-moon phase to make
one realise that every chance you get to hunt is special.
HunTech Pro travels across South Africa, giving us the
opportunity to share these hunts with you in association
with GAME & HUNT. Contact us today and let’s share a
hunt!
For more information about our sponsors and destinations,
visit our website at www.huntechpro.co.za. You can also find
us on the following social media platforms:
 Facebook: HunTech Pro
 YouTube: HunTech Pro
 Instagram: huntechpro
 WhatsApp: +27 61 041 3020
 Visit our YouTube channel for more videos:
https://www.youtube.com/tjoeriekie
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HunTech Pro is now also available
on the new platform, WildNET TV.
Download the app now!

Seuntjie made the recovery very easy.
Even though she wasn’t a trophy, the blesbuck ewe was very special to me. ►

